Border Style and Border Width

It is possible to draw border lines around the objects. This is a sample that shows the line style and line weight.

```
border-after-style="solid" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="solid" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="solid" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="solid" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="solid" border-after-width="1mm"
```

```
border-after-style="dotted" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="dotted" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="dotted" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="dotted" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="dotted" border-after-width="1mm"
```

```
border-after-style="dashed" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="dashed" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="dashed" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="dashed" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="dashed" border-after-width="1mm"
```

```
border-after-style="double" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="double" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="double" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="double" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="double" border-after-width="1mm"
```

```
border-after-style="ridge" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="ridge" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="ridge" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="ridge" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="ridge" border-after-width="1mm"
```

```
border-after-style="inset" border-after-width="thin"
```

```
border-after-style="inset" border-after-width="medium"
```

```
border-after-style="inset" border-after-width="thick"
```

```
border-after-style="inset" border-after-width="0.5pt"
```

```
border-after-style="inset" border-after-width="1mm"
```